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1950--AN UNUSUAL HADDOCK YEAR 
ON GEORGES BANK 

By Howard A. Schuck*and John R. Cla rk* 

The haddock catch from Georges Bank in 1950 was one of the most unusual in the 
history of that Bank's fishery. This was due to very heavy landings of scrod, 
particularly during the summer, when some of the most exceptional trips on record 

were landed at the Boston 
Fish Pier. For instance, 
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FIGURE 1 - THE POUNDS OF SCROD AND LARGE HADDOCK LANDED IN 
1950 AS COMPARED WI TH THE AVERA GE YEAR. 

on July 11 one vessel 
hailed 100,000 pounds of 
scrod haddock and only 
11,000 p04nds of large 
haddock;!! on August 15 
another hailed 114,000 
pounds of scrod and only 
4,000 pounds of large; 
on August 21 a third 
hailed 115,000 pounds 
of scrod and 5,000 
pounds of large. Twen
ty-four of these unusual 
trips hailed a total of 
2,073,000 pounds of 
scrod and only 106,000 
pounds of large--a ratio 
of 20 pounds of scrod to 
1 of large . 

As a result of a 
continuing study of the 
haddock fishery by the 
U. S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, certain facts 
concerning the 1950 
catch are available. 

This is the first 
year on record, for in
stance, that poundages 
of scrod landed have sur
passed poundage s of large 
haddock. The lq5~/ had

dock-yearg( catch from Georges Bank was composed of about 48,100,000 pounds- of 
scrod and only 32,400,000 pounds of large, a ratio of 3:2, whereas in the average 
year~ the landings have been about 31,000,000 pounds of scrod and 63,000,000 
££unds of large, or a ratio of 1:2 * . FIS HERY RESEARCH BIOLOGIS TS NORTH ATLANTIC FISHERY INVESTIGATIONS, BRANCH OF FISHERY 

BIOLOGY, U. S. FISH AND WI ~ D L IFE SERVICE, WOODS HOLE, MASSACHUSETTS. 
liAS DEFINED BY THE NEW ENGL AND FISH EXCHANGE SCROD ARE HADDOCK OF 1-1/2 TO 2-1/2 POUNDS, 

LARGE HADOOCK ARE OVER 2-1 /2 POU NDS. ' 
f/THE HADDOCK YEAR, I . E., FE BR UARY THROUGH JANUARY, IS DIFFERENT FROM A CALENDAR YEAR BY 

ONE MON TH. QUANTITIES FOR THE LAST THREE MONTHS OF THE HADDOCK YEAR 1950 WERE PARTIALLY 
ESTIMA TED 

l!DRA\oII'< \olE I GHT 
lIALL AVERAGE DATA ARE FOR THE PERIOD 1931-48. 
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The numbers of fish landed show the great abundance or scrod more clearly than 
do the pounds landed. Of a total of 4),500,000 individual fish landed from George. 
Ban~ in 1950, 34,300 ,000 were scrod and only 9 ,200,000 were large, or almost twice 
the number of scrod (18,200,000) and half the number of large (18 ,7 00 , 000) 8S are 
landed in the average year. 

The sizes of haddock landed in 1950 differed considerably from the sizes la~d 
in the average year. Figure 2 shows how the sizes in 1950 deviated from the averap. 
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FIGURE 2 - DEVIATION OF 1950 HADDOCK LA~DINGS FROM THE AVERAGE YEAR, FOR EACH SIZ E OF F ,SH. 

The horizontal line at zero on the scale represents the norm. The numbers of ea~ 
size of fish that exceeded the number for the average year are plotte above the 
zero line (+) and the number of each size that was less tnan t!le number for the aver· 
age year are plotted below the zero line (- ) . For example , in 1950 there were about 
1 million more fish of 13 inches than in the average year; about ~ million more 
fish of 14~ inches; but some 2 million less fish of 19 inches t han average . In 
brief , there were many millions more fish unaer 17 inches anJ many millions less 
fish over 17 inches than have been landed in the average year. 

M9~t fish under 17 inches are smaller than the established lower limit for 
scrod.2! More than 20,000,000 of these "undersized" hadaock v.oere landed from 
Georges Bank in 1950. In other words, a~ost half the total n~bers caught were 
"undersized." In the average year less t han 5 , 000 ,000 undersized haddock have 
been landed, and never before have more than 10,300,000 fish "been landed. 

The heavy catches of scrod lowered the individual average weight of all had· 
dock landed in 1950 to only 1.85 pounds, The average weight has never before been 
below 2.27 pounds; and the average weight f or the whole l 8- year period has been 
2,55 pounds. 
§ISCROD, AS DEFINED BY THE NEW ENG LAND FISH EXCHA~GE, INCLUDES HADDOCK OF 1 -1 / 2 - 2-1/2 

POUNDS (GUTTED WEIGHT). A 17-INCH HADDOCK AVERAGES SLI GHTLY OVER 1- 1/2 POUNDS. 
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We have been able to assess the ages of haddock landed by examination of t.e 
acales collected at the Boston Fish Pier (F igure 3), Of all scr od l anded from 
Georges Bank in 1950, 85 percent were 2-year-olds, In the average year only 47 

FIGURE 3 - PIER FOR AGE DETERMINATION. 
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ercent of the scrod landed are of t ha t age , It is apparent that the 1948 spawning 
(which produced t hese 2-year-olds) was one of the most successful, if not tne nost 
successful, in the history of the fi shery , This year-class in its first two years 

as already contributed 29 ,700,000 fish to the landings, almost three times tue 
:lUl'lber of fi sh contributed in a similar period by the average year-class, 

Of all other year-classes to enter the fishery since 1931, three were really 
outstanding, The large 1936 brood wa s pr inarily responsible for increased catches 
cf haddock in the late 1930' s, and t he successful 1939 and 1940 broods provided 
~ood catches of haadock in the early 1940 's , These three year-classes (lqJ , 1 3 , 
and 1940) all ~ade greater-than-average contr ibutions to the landings as 2-year
colds, Yielding, respectively, abou t 200 , 21 0 , and 130 percent reore twol s tnan the 
E.verage . 

Although large catches have already been taken from the 1948-year class, t 
~ould continue to make large contributions to the fishery in the next few years, 
'The effect, however, will now become les8 pronounced on catches of scrod., Thus, 
-e can predict that the catches of large haddock will be s~wbat greate:::- .n t e 
Klext two or three years Future catches of scrod., of course, will ae en on t e ;su , 

ccess of subsequent spawnings, 
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